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“97-year-old Detroit fixture Grace Lee Boggs doesn’t just explode the docile-Asian-female stereotypes Lee set out to question with her earlier pic; she makes an inspiring case for self-determination and intellectual fortitude regardless of background.” –Variety

“Boggs is still living the kind of life that makes you wonder what you’ve been doing with your own.” –Washingtonian

“Director Lee delivers an indelible portrait of a woman whose ideas, writings, and critical thinking continue at the ripe age of ninety-seven and are connecting with new generations today.” –Next Projection

“This documentary is eye opening on many levels... For anyone who has never had a clear understanding of just what a revolutionary is beyond the typical violent protestor, seeing and listening to Boggs will open your eyes and feed your mind.”
--Film Pulse
Grace Lee Boggs is a 98-year-old Chinese American woman whose vision of revolution may surprise you. A writer, activist, and philosopher rooted for more than 70 years in the African American movement, she has devoted her life to an evolving revolution that encompasses the contradictions of America's past and its potentially radical future.

SYNOPSIS

AMERICAN REVOLUTIONARY: THE EVOLUTION OF GRACE LEE BOGGS plunges us into Boggs's lifetime of vital thinking and action, traversing the major U.S. social movements of the last century: from labor to civil rights, to Black Power, feminism, the Asian American and environmental justice movements and beyond. Boggs's constantly evolving strategy – her willingness to re-evaluate and change tactics in relation to the world shifting around her – drives the story forward. Angela Davis, Bill Moyers, Bill Ayers, Ruby Dee and Ossie Davis, Danny Glover, Boggs's late husband James and a host of Detroit comrades across three generations help shape this uniquely American story. As she wrestles with a Detroit in ongoing transition, contradictions of violence and non-violence, Malcolm X and Martin Luther King, the 1967 rebellions, and non-linear notions of time and history, Boggs emerges with an approach that is radical in its simplicity and clarity: revolution is not an act of aggression or merely a protest. Revolution, Boggs says, is about something deeper within the human experience – the ability to transform oneself to transform the world.

As it kinetically unfurls an evolving life, city, and philosophy, AMERICAN REVOLUTIONARY takes the viewer on a journey into the power of ideas and the necessity of expansive, imaginative thinking, as well as ongoing dialectical conversation, to propel societal change.

Produced and directed by Grace Lee (JANEANE FROM DES MOINES, THE GRACE LEE PROJECT), produced by Caroline Libresco (SUNSET STORY) and Austin Wilkin (BOB AND THE MONSTER), edited by Kim Roberts (FOOD INC, WAITING FOR SUPERMAN, INEQUALITY FOR ALL), and with a lush score by Vivek Maddala (KABOOM, HIGHWAY), AMERICAN REVOLUTIONARY: THE EVOLUTION OF GRACE LEE BOGGS, has been 12 years in the making. It incorporates a rich archival trove from the 1920s to the present and visual effects to reinforce Boggs's statement that history "is the story of the past as well as the future." Animated graphics by Syd Garon and Casey Ryder from Studio Number One bring Boggs's whirring mind to life, illustrating her view that ideas are not fixed, but that once they become fixed, they are dead.

In an age when seemingly insurmountable injustices and contradictions face us, AMERICAN REVOLUTIONARY inspires concerned citizens and dreamers of all ages with new thinking to sustain their struggle and engagement.
DIRECTOR'S STATEMENT
I first met Grace Lee Boggs in 2000 while filming The Grace Lee Project, a documentary about the many women who share our common name and the model minority stereotype of Asians Americans. From the moment I met Grace, I knew I would have to make a longer film just about her. Over the years, I would return to Detroit, hang out in her kitchen and living room and watch her hold everyone from journalists to renowned activists to high school students in her thrall. I recognized myself in all of them -- eager to connect with someone who seemed to embody history itself.

As someone who came of age in the era of identity politics, it's hard to ignore the fascinating details of how this Chinese American woman became a Black Power activist in Detroit. But Grace would constantly use our interview sessions to turn the questions back on me. What do you think about that? How do you feel about what's happening in Korea? Tell me more about your own story, she would say as soon as the cameras turned off.

My own identity is more wrapped up in Grace’s story than she knows. And it's not because we share the same name. Grace’s presence – in Detroit, in the world, and in my imagination – has helped transform my own thinking about how to tell a story about someone like her. The journey to bring this film to life has been an evolution. It's not an issue film, nor is it about a celebrity or urgent injustice that rallies you to take action or call your Representative. It's about an elderly woman who spends most of her days sitting in her living room thinking and hatching ideas about the next American revolution. But if you catch wind of some of those ideas they just might change the world.
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